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Some prefixes tell us about numerals. Match the amount to the prefix. Drag and drop 

the numeral next to the prefix. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

four 

ten 

two 

eight 

three 

nine 

six 

one 

five 

seven 

 

deca  

bi  

quin/penta  

nona  

quad  

octo  

septa/hepta  

hexa  

tri  

uni  
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Which of the following options gives the meaning for the word in bold? 

The principal did not consult the teaching staff. He took a unilateral decision. 

 The principal made a one-sided decision. 

 The principal and a teacher made the decision together. 

 Several people involved were involved in this decision. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

How many tentacles does an octopus has? Click on one option. 

  3   6   8   9 

__________________________________________________________________ 

This shape is a quadrilateral. It has _____  sides. 

  3   4   5   6 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

If mom tells you to cut the cake in quarters, how much pieces do you now have? 

  2   3  4   5 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

There are five angles in this figure so it must be a _______. 

 decagon     hexagon    pentagon 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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My sister gave birth to triplets. How much children did she have? 

  2   3   4 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

The decade of the eighties were troublesome. 

 a period of 10 years 

 a period of 20 years 

 a period of 100 years 

 a period of fifty years 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Match the following words. Drop and drag the word to its meaning. 

WORD LIST 

o Quintet  quartet  trio  duet  solo 

one person singing  

two persons singing  

three persons singing  

four persons singing  

five persons singing  

 

Fill in the space below with the correct word. 

1. I fell asleep during class. The teacher spoke in a boring 

_______________________. 

 monotone    monogram 

 

2. This _________________________ carriageway will improve the flow of 

traffic. 

 duet     dual 

 

3. This ten-sided figure must be a ______. 

 decade     decagon 
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4. This three wheeled cycle is what I will recommend for your child. This 

____________________ is perfect. 

 bicycle     tricycle 

 

5. The corn seed does not have two seed leaves, it has one. It is described as 

_______. 

 dicotyledon     monocotyledon 

 

 

6. The five Thomas siblings singing together make a wonderful ______. 

 quartet      quintet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


